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Abstract 

Conference system support communication and collaboration among geographically dispersed 
user groups. In our contribution we introduce an environment that allows users to cooperate 
with the help of an electronic conferencing system. During a conference, the users can start all 
kinds of applications. I describe different approaches to offer a solution to integrate these 
applications in a conferencing system. At last I will introduce our new conferencing system 
WIDE (Workstation Integrated Distributed Environment). In this system we have tried to 
implement some of the integration approaches. 

With these applications, the engineer can perform his interactive cooperative work in the 
conference scenario. Some of these applications are truly distributed, some were especially 
developed for industrial designer, others are standard tools. 

In the future, most product prototyping work will be done on computers with all-digital data 
bases, interfaces, and output. The emphasis on concurrent engineering, total quality manage
ment, manufacturability, just-in-time manufacturing, and life-cycle costing makes prototyping 
a group collaborative effort. Similarly, the emphasis on virtual enterprises that span the world 
with their customers and suppliers make prototyping a truly distributed activity. 
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1 Motivation 

The increasing development of local and wide area networks and multimedia workstations 
allow the realization of interactive communication tools for conferencing environments. These 
distributed software systems use improved hardware and network features to enable synchro
nous communication. 

An electronic conferencing environment enables the replacement of face-to-face meetings 
by computer supported conferences. This can be two people meeting, as well as organized con
ferences. Interactive communication and information exchange between geographically dis
persed users is of great interest in different application areas like medicine, office organization, 
education and teaching, or the product development process. We want to describe the product 
development process as an example for the necessity of synchronous interactive communica
tion tools provided by a conferencing environment. 

One of the main goals in the product development process is to shorten the product develop
ment cycle by reducing the designing and manufacturing time period. To achieve this goal, 
hierarchical organization structure within the product development process must change to 
parallel organization and collaboration between different departments to improve parallel 
product development. One restriction for cooperation, communication and teamwork is that 
especially complex products are developed and manufactured by different companies at differ
ent locations. The realization of teamwork and parallel development needs sophisticated tech
nologies to enable the involved persons to communicate and cooperate in a flexible and time 
efficient way. Short response time, feedback, early problem detection are extremely important. 
Technological support for the teamwork required by concurrent engineering is highly relevant 
to the study of computer supported cooperative work [FM 91]. Teamwork can be extended to 
the notion of virtual teamwork if the members of a team are geographically divided and com
municate via electronic communication tools. Tools for asynchronous information exchange 
like fax, e-mail, file transfer etc. are widely used in industry. There is still a lack of tools for 
synchronous information exchange. 

Designing, engineering or manufacturing specialists have to discuss many technical prob
lems during the product development cycle, from, e.g. esthetical aspects of a design to manu
facturability. Besides technical discussions, a great amount of commercial problems will be 
discussed by marketing, purchasing or managing specialists. The different locations where 
specialists work are often bottlenecks for early problem detection and decision making. A 
problem of today's work is that too much information is channeled through a team leader who 
is overloaded with traveling and work. 

Tools of interactive communication integrated in a conferencing environment enable not 
co-located team members to communicate and collaborate whiteout time consuming and 
expensive meetings 

The conferencing environment we want to introduce allows synchronous information 
exchange over wide area networks. It is comprised of multimedia technologies, communica
tion and network infrastructure and complex user interactions. We divided the conferencing 
environment in to two major part, the conference management system and the conferencing 
applications. 
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2 The Conference System 

The conference system is responsible for the administration of the conferences. It includes a 
distributed application server with functionality for organizing the interactions between users, 
conferences and applications. Because of general problems in distributing any kind of data we 
offer a special appropriate strategy. 

Managing the flow of data is one of the most critical tasks in distributed systems. Because 
there is a large variety of data with different requirements in size and time, the organization of 
the communication channels is fundamental for the efficiency of the platform. It should work 
in high speed networks (i.e. Ethernet or ATM) and also in wide area nets like ISDN. The sys
tem should be highly stable against external influences and should rebuild automatically as 
much as possible. Even in case of errors there must be mechanisms to guarantee the reliability 
of data transrnission.These requirements are solved using a client-server communication 
model. 

In Figure 1 the data connections in the system are shown by an example. The Conference 
Server provides the distribution of the inner conference requests and messages. The only 
responsibility of the server that concerns the applications is starting and finishing. 

The server has a connection to the conference database. where the 'public' data is stored. 
All information which needs to be distributed can be read or written via this database. There
fore it is guarantied to get all necessary informations when joining or leaving the conference. 

The most important data is information about the users, conferences and applications. There 
are also other sets of data stored which are for internal usage, like hosts or screens for the 
X-Window system. 

The application server is the basic tool for managing the conference. After building a con
nection to the conference server by starting the system, the user is able to begin his work in the 
given context. The system provides read and write access to the database. The block diagram 
in Figure 2 shows the realization. 

A user-interface allows interactions via mouse and keyboard. At the beginning it will show 
a list of all connected users and actual running conferences. It is possible to join an existing 
conference by selecting a menu button. A conference member can leave the conference when
ever he wants. It is also possible to create a new conference which others can join. 

A very important task of the Application Server is providing functions for invoking and 
removing applications. Normally these applications are independent of the connection between 
manager and server and can be even used as stand-alone versions. So the stability of data trans
mission is as safe as possible against internal and external influences. 

In conferences with multiple users or applications, there is a special input control system 
available which organizes the flow of user actions. In this mode only a single conference mem
ber can interact with the applications, like talking to the others or using the application. This is 
necessary because the optical and acoustical feedback is much lower than in face-to-faces con
ferences. The input control works like a fifo-queue and after having done his actions the user 
can pass the input rights to the next one in the queue. 

3 Integration of Applications 

The handling of applications from an integrated conference environment is one important fea
ture in every conference system. The user should be able to start and stop applications during a 
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FIGURE 1 Connections in the Conference System 

conference. 
There exist three different types of applications: 

!.Applications written for a special conference system. 

2.Stand-alone CSCW Applications. 

3.Non CSCW Applications. 
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A conference system needs different methods to be able to start those applications. We 

describe these methods in the following chapter. 

3.1 Integration of Special CSCW Applications 

Some conference systems offer a protocol to communicate with the external applications. With 
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FIGURE 2 Database access of the Conference Management System 

this protocol the applications can receive all information about the user and conference status. 
They are also able to control some parts of the conference system. 

This way of integration is the best way because the application can use the same 
information. This is very important for the user interface, e.g. to use the same user name or col
ors to identify the user. This method can offer a seamless connection between the conference 
and the application user interface. 

It is also important to control the applications. This can be done only with this method. The 
external applications can receive the status of the floor control and can control the own input 
mechanisms. 

To spread this method, it will be helpful to create a standard for this protocol. 

3.2 Integration of Stand-alone CSCW Applications 

For existent stand-alone CSCW applications the conference system offers a shell script call. 
The conference system passes information to the shell script, e.g. host, user name. After the 
execution of the shell script the conference system has no chance to control the application. 
The feasibility of controlling is poor. 

Unfortunately, most stand-alone CSCW Applications are not able to switch their own user 
interfaces off. The user must insert all the required information in the application user inter-
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face. Sometimes the external application needs some internal information from the conference 
system. If this happens, it is necessary to train the user. 

3.3 Integration of Existing non CSCW Applications 

In most cases it is necessary to integrate an already existing application into a conferencing 
environment. The reasons might be one of the following: 

•There is no distributed version of the application available. 

•It is to difficult to design the application for a conference environment in a short time. An 
example here is a CAD system. Such an application has been developed in hundreds of per
son/years and could not be extended to multi-user support in just a few months. 

•The users won't use a new unknown application just to present some information in confer
ence environment. 

In these cases traditional applications can be integrated into the conferencing environment 

using CSCW tools. First the user interface of the application must be shared between the con
ference members. This will be done by duplicating the output of the application to all users. 
All conference members have the possibility to see the same information. 

Input capability to the application should be switched to only one of the conference mem
bers at a time. The floor holder mechanism of the conferencing system manages input switch
ing. During conferencing time, one user ---the floor holder --- loads the application through 
that CSCW tool. The applications output will be distributed and hereby the floor holder pre
sents his information. 

It is necessary that the inactive partners have a possibility to follow the floor holders 
actions, especially if the conference goal is that conference members learn something about the 
usage of an application This will be possible only if the inactive users see all prompting and 
echoes. Therefore the mouse pointer movements etc. of the floor holder must be distributed as 
well. 

As another feature of the CSCW tool sharing applications a sketching functionality should 
be integrated onto the distributed applications output. The floor holder can chose if he wishes 
to add input to the application or if he will draw into an overlay positioned on top of the appli
cations output window. These sketches are distributed via a CSCW tool to the other conference 
members. They have --- being inactive users --- only the possibility to make sketches, too. 
Only when becoming an active user is there a need to distinguish between application input 
and sketching in the layer. 

The scenarios components are illustrated in Figure 4. The CSCW tool for sharing applica
tions between more that one user is a tool like shared X [Alt90]. Functionality for pointer 
movement distribution must be added to that tool. The sketching functionality on the other side 
could be added as well. A separate tool organized as a collection of transparent windows on 
top of the applications output windows containing the sketches is another possibility for a real
ization. 
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FIGURE 3 Integration of an application into conference environment 
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4.1 An Integrated Environment for Synchronous Information Sharing 

The conferencing system is a communication platform integrating applications, components 

and services for running a multi-party conference. 
Geographically divided conference members can use audio, video, specific conferencing 

tools and standard application software together in an integrated environment. The conference 

system provides the user interface for the interactions, communication services for sharing of 

applications and administration services. 

4.2 Functional Description 

The conference system consist of two major parts, the conference server and the application 

server. 
The conference server is a framework for administration of the conference, the conference 

members and the conference applications. 
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It includes the following functionalities: 

• enable the user to join and leave a conference 

• administrate information about the conference and the conference participants 

• invoke and close conference and standard applications 

• providing floor handling mechanisms 

The application server are software systems running in a conference environment to support 
communication and collaboration. Conference applications include systems, which are partic
ularly designed for conferencing like the SketchPad and the shared 3D Viewer as well as stan
dard applications. 

Standard software will be distributed with a shared window system to all conference mem
bers. The floor control is handled by the conference manager, it exist different kind of control 
mechanisms. 

The server has a connection to the conference database, where the 'public' data is stored. 
All informations which need to be distributed can be read or written via this database. So it is 
guarantied to get all necessary informations when joining or leaving the conference. 

4.3 Conference 
In future versions it is planned to have more than one conference, where different groups of 
users are able to collaborate. 

These conferences will have special security mechanisms for having private conference or 
group related permissions for using special conference applications. 
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